Renovascular hypertension: Balancing the controversies in diagnosis and treatment

ABSTRACT

There is considerable controversy about how to test for renovascular hypertension and, with the development of percutaneous transluminal renal angioplasty (PTRA) and stenting, how to treat it. Which noninvasive diagnostic test should be considered, and when is renal angiography called for? Which patients will benefit from conservative medical therapy, and when is PTRA appropriate?

KEY POINTS

Duplex renal artery sonography is becoming more popular as a noninvasive screening test, especially in tertiary care institutions. Magnetic resonance angiography and computed tomographic angiography are superior to ultrasonography but more expensive.

The leading indication for renal angioplasty and stenting is now to preserve renal function, with the expectation that revascularization may prevent total occlusion and renal atrophy.

Intervening on renal arteries is not risk-free, and a certain number of patients will experience subsequent deterioration of renal function, potentially leading to end-stage renal disease.

On the other hand, delaying intervention may result in progression of stenosis, kidney atrophy, and cardiovascular complications related to inadequately controlled hypertension.

RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION, the most common form of secondary hypertension, seems simple in theory but is fairly complicated in clinical practice.

In theory, if the renal arteries are blocked, the blood pressure will go up and renal function will go down. Unblock the arteries and blood pressure will come down and renal function will be restored.

In practice, however, the clinician must make many highly individualized decisions, for example:

- Should this patient undergo testing for renal artery stenosis and renovascular hypertension? With which test?
- How valid are the results of the test in this patient? If the renal artery or arteries are indeed blocked, is the stenosis causing the high blood pressure, or do the two conditions merely coexist?
- Should this patient undergo a revascularization procedure, and if so, which one? But what of the risk of further renal damage from aggressive treatment?
- Would medical therapy give comparable results with less risk? Or would conservative therapy run the risk of more long-term renal damage?

Some of these decisions, especially whether to treat medically or more aggressively with revascularization, have sparked heated debate among nephrologists and interventionists.

The goal of this paper is to provide a balanced update of current diagnostic and therapeutic options in this field.
To diagnose renovascular hypertension, renal artery stenosis is required but is not sufficient. When stenosis is severe enough, i.e., when it causes at least a 75% reduction in diameter, renal hypoperfusion and functional changes in the affected kidney may ensue, leading to activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, which plays a central role in the development of renovascular hypertension.

When the stenosis is due to atherosclerosis, however, it is sometimes difficult or impossible to establish whether the stenosis is actually causing the hypertension, or whether the hypertension is preexisting essential hypertension. This volume-dependent hypertension can convert back to angiotensin II dependency by sodium and volume depletion. For example, excessive diuresis can activate the renin-angiotensin system, which inhibits further sodium excretion, leading to resistance to diuretic therapy, commonly seen in these patients.

Although renovascular hypertension can be caused by any of a number of diseases that affect renal blood flow (Table 1), atherosclerosis accounts for nearly 90% of cases, and fibromuscular dysplasia accounts for nearly 10%.

Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis is increasingly recognized as one of the manifestations of generalized atherosclerosis associated with advanced age, and is commonly diagnosed incidentally during coronary angiography in a “drive-by” renal angiogram. It may affect up to 30% of patients with coronary artery disease and nearly 50% of those with significant peripheral vascular disease.

Atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis tends to involve the proximal segment of the artery and, invariably, its origin (Figure 2). Atherosclerotic plaques may either form within the renal artery or, alternatively, originate in the aorta and extend into the renal arteries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of renovascular hypertension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atherosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromuscular dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimal (1–2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periarterial (1–2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial (96%+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal artery aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic vasculitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arteriovenous fistula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcapsular intrarenal hematoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Page kidney)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renin-secreting renal tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic compression of either kidney or renal artery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>due to tumors or metastases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic coarctation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resistance to diuretics is common in bilateral renal artery stenosis.

The underlying mechanism of renovascular hypertension may be different in unilateral vs bilateral disease (Figure 1), as suggested by landmark animal experiments performed by Goldblatt et al in the 1930s.

In critical unilateral renal artery stenosis, the central mechanism is elevated plasma renin activity arising from the affected kidney. The renin cleaves angiotensinogen, releasing angiotensin I, which is cleaved by angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) to release angiotensin II, which causes vasoconstriction. Angiotensin II also stimulates the adrenal cortex to secrete aldosterone, which leads to sodium and volume retention. Hence, this mechanism has been called “angiotensin-dependent hypertension.” The contralateral kidney responds with a pressure diuresis that reduces the expanded plasma volume but is usually insufficient to prevent hypertension.

In bilateral renal artery stenosis, increased levels of angiotensin II lead to volume and sodium retention and, in the absence of a healthy kidney, volume-dependent hypertension. Volume expansion, in turn, suppresses renin secretion in the more chronic phases of hypertension. This volume-dependent hypertension can convert back to angiotensin II dependency by sodium and volume depletion. For example, excessive diuresis can activate the renin-angiotensin system, which inhibits further sodium excretion, leading to resistance to diuretic therapy, commonly seen in these patients.

Two Main Causes of Stenosis

Although renovascular hypertension can be caused by any of a number of diseases that affect renal blood flow (Table 1), atherosclerosis accounts for nearly 90% of cases, and fibromuscular dysplasia accounts for nearly 10%.
In unilateral renal artery stenosis, the affected kidney secretes renin, activating the cascade that leads to aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex. Aldosterone causes salt and water retention. The healthy kidney responds with pressure diuresis that further stimulates renin secretion, leading to a vicious circle of angiotensin-dependent hypertension.

In bilateral renal artery stenosis, the mechanism is the same at the outset. In the absence of a healthy kidney that can perform pressure diuresis, volume expansion leads to renin suppression, hence volume-dependent hypertension. The model of volume-dependent hypertension can be converted back to angiotensin-dependency by volume depletion. For example, excessive diuretic therapy may reduce volume but restore renin secretion, leading to diuretic-resistant hypertension.
Typically, patients with atherosclerotic renal artery disease are older, with a history of smoking, hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus, and obesity, and gradually develop renovascular disease in the setting of preexisting essential hypertension. Therefore, even when renal artery stenosis of 75% or greater is present, renal revascularization may fail to achieve clinical benefits. In some patients, successful revascularization may allow control of resistant hypertension, sometimes with a decrease in the number of antihypertensive medications, and it may allow for safer use of ACE inhibitors in patients who may benefit from the cardiorenal protective effects of these drugs, such as those with congestive heart failure or proteinuric renal disease.

Fibromuscular dysplasia

Medial fibroplasia, the most common form of fibromuscular dysplasia, may significantly compromise renal blood flow, resulting in systemic arterial hypertension. Classically, patients with fibromuscular dysplasia are young (< 30 years) and female, often with a history of smoking.7

The lesions are composed of several intravascular webs that have a typical “string of beads” appearance on angiography and, in contrast to atherosclerotic lesions, predominantly involve the mid-to-distal segment of the artery (FIGURE 3).

ISCHEMIC NEPHROPATHY

Like atherosclerosis in other vascular beds, atherosclerotic disease of the renal arteries often progresses and can eventually totally occlude the artery. When the entire renal mass is affected (ie, in bilateral stenosis or stenosis to a solitary kidney), progression of renal artery stenosis may cause deterioration of renal function, often called “ischemic nephropathy.”

Up to 14% of patients on hemodialysis have renal artery stenosis,8,9 underscoring the potential of renovascular disease to cause renal failure.

Retrospective studies in the 1970s and 1980s reported progression of lesions in up to 50% of patients, with total occlusion affecting 15% to 16% of renal arteries.10,11 Recent prospective trials have reported lower rates of both progression (35%) and total occlusion (3%) over a 3-year period.12 The difference in reported rates may merely be due to different study designs or, alternatively, to a change in the natural course of atherosclerotic disease.
due to aggressive treatment of hyperlipidemia with statins and use of medications that disrupt the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone axis, eg, ACE inhibitors and angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs). Based on available data, it is safe to conclude that progression does not occur in all patients, but a subset of patients is clearly at high risk.

However, renal insufficiency appears not to be simply a function of ischemia directly due to renal artery occlusion, as less than 10% of normal renal blood flow is required to meet the metabolic needs of renal tissue. Renal hypoperfusion and stimulation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system are associated with oxidative stress and activation of hormonal and cytokine-mediated inflammatory pathways that may play important roles, leading to tissue injury and parenchymal fibrosis. Thus, some experts prefer the term “azotemic renovascular disease,” which is used interchangeably with “ischemic nephropathy” in the current literature.

### DIAGNOSIS: NONINVASIVE TESTING VS ARTERIOGRAPHY

Several clinical features and distinct clinical presentations, from unexplained renal insufficiency to resistant hypertension, should prompt the physician to evaluate for renal artery stenosis. For some of these presentations, a consensus exists among different specialties that revascularization should generally be considered if renal artery stenosis is found (Table 2).

**Arteriography** with contrast remains the gold standard to determine the degree and location of renal artery stenosis. However, it provides no information about the functional role and thus the clinical significance of the lesion. Moreover, this procedure can cause deterioration of renal function due to contrast nephropathy, atheroembolic disease, or both; a few procedure-related deaths have been reported. Consequently, it is generally reserved to confirm the diagnosis, often as a prelude to percutaneous intervention, while the initial workup usually involves noninvasive testing.

**Noninvasive testing** aims to evaluate either the functional role of the lesion or the location and magnitude of anatomical obstruction (Table 3). The reported diagnostic accuracy of these commonly used screening tests varies widely. Although many factors are responsible, publication bias and differences in the use of these tests in the setting of strict research protocols vs the “real world” of clinical practice probably play important roles.

Therefore, we cannot recommend any single, ideal noninvasive test. Rather, the choice of an initial screening test should incorporate the availability and expertise at any given institution. In addition, patient-related factors such as body size, concomitant medication use, and underlying renal function should be considered.

---

**Clinical features of renovascular hypertension**

**Suggestive features**
- Unexplained renal insufficiency
- Abdominal systolic-diastolic bruit
- Unprovoked hypokalemia
- Onset of hypertension at age less than 30 years for fibromuscular dysplasia or greater than 55 years for atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis
- History of flank trauma
- Generalized atherosclerosis
- Smoking
- Difference in kidney size of ≥ 1 cm
- Absence of family history of hypertension

**Indications for revascularization if stenosis is present**
- Accelerated hypertension
- Resistant hypertension
- Hypertensive urgency
- Hypertensive emergency
- Myocardial ischemia
- Aortic dissection
- Hypertensive retinopathy
- Central nervous system abnormalities
- Acute renal insufficiency
- Worsening renal function during antihypertensive treatment, particularly with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
- “Flash” pulmonary edema

---

**Table 2**

**Clinical features of renovascular hypertension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestive features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unexplained renal insufficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal systolic-diastolic bruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprovoked hypokalemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset of hypertension at age less than 30 years for fibromuscular dysplasia or greater than 55 years for atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of flank trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized atherosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in kidney size of ≥ 1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of family history of hypertension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That said, duplex renal artery sonography is becoming more popular as a screening test, especially in tertiary care institutions with large patient referral bases and highly experienced ultrasonographers. In addition, magnetic resonance angiography and computed tomographic angiography have improved, become widely available, and are often considered either for initial screening or for further testing in patients with a high degree of clinical suspicion for renal artery stenosis but previously negative duplex tests.

As a result, physicians are likely to encounter more patients in whom every attempt has been made to establish or exclude the diagnosis of renal artery stenosis in a noninvasive manner and who have undergone two or more types of noninvasive tests, sometimes with conflicting results. In current practice, the decision to pursue invasive arteriography is frequently limited to patients with positive preliminary noninvasive studies, and
thus is heavily dependent on test reliability and accuracy.

But how reliable are these tests? We have calculated the positive predictive values (the probability of the disease being present, given a positive test result), and a negative predictive value (the probability of the disease being absent, given a negative test result) for several noninvasive tests commonly used for screening (TABLE 4). Estimates of sensitivity (the number of true-positive test results divided by the total number of patients with renal artery stenosis) and specificity (the number of true-negative test results divided by the total number of patients without renal artery stenosis) were derived from seminal studies, which, in our opinion appropriately reflect clinical practice conditions.

As with other diagnostic tests, the value of noninvasive testing for renal artery stenosis depends upon the pretest probability of the disease in a given patient. For patients at moderate risk, ie, with a 20% pretest probability (a figure often reported in referral series), a positive result on a screening test markedly increases the likelihood that the disease is present, and a negative result markedly decreases it. However, these screening tests have less value when the pretest probability for renal artery disease is high.

For example, as shown in TABLE 4, if the pretest probability is 50%, a negative screening test should be interpreted with extreme caution because the likelihood for renal artery stenosis remains quite high (20%–31%). This argues for use of invasive arteriography either initially or despite negative screening tests in patients who present with several clinical features suggestive of renal artery stenosis and thus a high pretest probability for the disease (TABLE 2).

MEDICAL THERAPY

ACE inhibitors are preferred

ACE inhibitors are widely accepted as being superior to other antihypertensive drugs in controlling renovascular hypertension. Furthermore, ACE inhibitors have been associated with improved survival of these patients, many of whom carry a heavy burden of generalized atherosclerotic disease.

The major concern about ACE inhibitors is their potential to precipitate acute renal failure in patients with renovascular hypertension. Optimal clinical management calls for close follow-up of kidney function and potassium levels when starting an ACE inhibitor in patients with known renal artery stenosis.

### TABLE 4

**Accuracy of tests of the renal arteries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>SENSITIVITY (%)</th>
<th>SPECIFICITY (%)</th>
<th>PRETEST PROBABILITY FOR RENAL ARTERY STENOSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captopril renography<strong>19</strong></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex sonography<strong>17</strong></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic resonance angiography<strong>18</strong></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed tomographic angiography<strong>18</strong></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values chosen are intermediate between captopril renal scanning**19** and average of values obtained for magnetic resonance angiography and computed tomographic angiography**18** and based on the summary receiver-operator curves from Vasbinder et al**17**

†Values reported for atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis
Risk factors for ACE inhibitor-induced deterioration of renal function include pre-existing renal insufficiency, congestive heart failure, and concurrent treatment with diuretics, vasodilators, or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Simple measures such as using diuretics judiciously, withholding NSAIDs, and managing volume during acute illnesses associated with volume depletion (eg, diarrhea, vomiting) may prevent acute reductions in renal function during ACE inhibitor therapy.

At particularly high risk are patients with global renal ischemia due to either bilateral stenosis or stenosis to a solitary kidney; a rise in serum creatinine has been reported in one third of these patients treated with captopril. However, serum creatinine concentrations returned to baseline levels within 7 days of captopril withdrawal. Most experts agree that with long-term therapy, a rise in creatinine during the first 2 months by 30% over baseline and elevation of potassium up to 5.5 mmol/L are acceptable and do not require stopping ACE inhibitors. The decrease in glomerular filtration rate is usually reversible and readily responds to stopping the offending drug, with only a few reports of ACE inhibitor-induced irreversible renal insufficiency in cases of renal artery thrombosis.

Not enough physicians appreciate that a decline in renal function with treatment in patients with renovascular disease is not specific to ACE inhibitors and ARBs; any antihypertensive drug that effectively reduces systemic blood pressure has the potential to decrease renal perfusion pressures beyond a stenotic lesion. Therefore, irrespective of their blood pressure regimens, patients with known renal artery stenosis should be closely monitored in terms of their renal size and function.

If more severe renal impairment arises during long-term therapy, reflected in a rise in creatinine of more than 30% over baseline and a serum potassium concentration of 5.6 mmol/L or higher, the ACE inhibitor should be stopped and the patient should undergo evaluation for revascularization.

Of note: although revascularization may improve blood pressure control and patients may need to take fewer antihypertensive drugs afterward, most patients still require multidrug regimens.

Consider an ARB if an ACE inhibitor causes cough or hyperkalemia

Similar to ACE inhibitors, ARBs inhibit the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and have demonstrated comparable antihypertensive effects. Use of ARBs may be associated with a smaller rise in serum potassium in patients with mild chronic renal failure. One can consider substituting an ARB if a patient develops hyperkalemia or cough during treatment with an ACE inhibitor.

Treat other risk factors

Atherosclerotic disease of the renal artery should prompt aggressive treatment of other risk factors such as hyperlipidemia and smoking. Aggressive lipid reduction with HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins) is indicated and may lead to regression of the systemic atherosclerotic burden, including that of the renal arteries, regardless of whether intervention is a consideration. Once blood pressure is controlled, patients should be started on low-dose aspirin therapy.

Renal Angioplasty with Stenting for Atherosclerosis

Uncontrolled, retrospective studies of percutaneous transluminal renal angioplasty (PTRA) have provided exciting evidence that intervention can improve blood pressure control and preserve renal function in patients with atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis.

Renal artery stenting became increasingly popular in the 1990s for treating atherosclerotic disease after evidence emerged that PTRA without stenting resulted in worse outcomes in atherosclerotic disease than in fibromuscular dysplasia. Renal artery stents improved the rates of initial technical success and long-term vessel patency, as reported by Isles et al in a critical review of 10 descriptive reports published between 1991 and 1997. Immediate technical success rates were 96% to 100%, with restenosis in 16% of the arteries at follow-up of 6 to 12 months.
May improve blood pressure
Long-term improvement in blood pressure control can be expected in up to 50% of patients with atherosclerotic renal artery disease who undergo revascularization for inadequate hypertension control. However, cure is relatively rare, achieved in no more than 9% to 16% of these patients. ACE inhibitors and ARBs have markedly improved blood pressure control in these patients. In fact, wide use of these agents has resulted in adequate blood pressure control in more than 90% of patients with renovascular hypertension, compared with 46% before their use. Consequently, the leading indication for intervening is now to preserve renal function, with the expectation that revascularization may prevent total occlusion and renal atrophy.

May preserve renal function, but results are mixed
Another common presentation of atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis is unexplained renal insufficiency associated with an unremarkable urinary sediment and proteinuria of less than 1 gram per 24 hours in elderly patients with atherosclerotic disease in other vascular beds. For renal insufficiency to develop in the setting of and solely due to renal artery stenosis, both renal arteries need to be involved. Under these circumstances, attempts at revascularization are aimed at improving or preserving renal function. With unilateral renal artery stenosis, kidney function is usually normal unless another disease process is present.

Patients with atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis are at a particularly high risk for small-vessel disease of the kidneys, i.e., nephrosclerosis, as both diseases share a common risk factor profile consisting of diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and smoking. If advanced nephrosclerosis is present, revascularization of the affected renal artery will not improve blood pressure control or renal function because the small-vessel changes are irreversible.

Studies of renal outcomes after PTRA have not been particularly promising. Subgroup analyses in several studies, irrespective of design, have reported measurable and clinically significant improvement in 25% to 30% of patients, no significant change in 45% to 50%, and a steady decline in renal function in the remaining 20% to 25%.

Patients least likely to benefit are those with decreased kidney size, longer duration of renal insufficiency, advanced renal insufficiency with serum creatinine levels above 3.0 mg/dL, and a baseline renal resistive index of more than 80 (this index is a marker of renal small vessel disease, measured by ultrasonography).

Moreover, some patients suffer a poor renal outcome after the procedure, with rapid deterioration in renal function leading to chronic dialysis and increased mortality rates. In addition, these outcomes are hard to predict beforehand. Possible reasons for this rapid decline in renal function include reperfusion injury, contrast nephropathy, and atheroembolic disease. Recommended interventions to prevent contrast nephropathy have been recently reviewed. The role of distal protection devices in preventing atheroembolic disease during renal endovascular procedures remains to be determined.

PTRA FOR FIBROMUSCULAR DISEASE
Some experts advocate giving an ACE inhibitor for initial therapy for renovascular hypertension due to fibromuscular dysplasia and reserving balloon angioplasty without stenting for hypertension refractory to medical therapy. Another approach is early intervention with the goal of curing hypertension as an alternative to lifelong medical treatment, especially in younger patients.

However, the reported cure rates with PTRA in the most recent case series do not exceed 50%. Disappointing cure rates may be a reflection of changing demographics: older patients with co-existing atherosclerotic disease or essential hypertension or both are less likely to become normotensive, even after technically successful angioplasty for fibromuscular dysplasia.

Unlike atherosclerotic disease, hemodynamically significant fibromuscular dysplasia rarely leads to loss of renal function. These patients are younger and consequently have a lower prevalence of atherosclerotic disease in other vascular beds and fewer comorbidities, such as diabetes and hyperlipidemia, that are known to potentiate microvascular injury.
The optimal treatment for renal artery stenosis remains a topic of heated debate and divergent opinions between nephrologists on one side and interventional cardiologists, radiologists, and vascular surgeons on the other. Nephrologists, who ultimately take care of patients who suffer a significant loss of renal function after revascularization procedures, tend to support a more conservative approach. On the other hand, procedure-oriented specialists argue that advanced endovascular techniques have the potential to improve blood pressure control and preserve renal function. Differences in opinions are further amplified by a lack of prospective studies from which to draw.

So far, only three randomized trials have prospectively compared medical management vs PTRA, and they reported that intervention offered little if any advantage over medical treatment in blood pressure control.47–49 These conclusions must be interpreted within the context of the inherent limitations of these trials. Only 4 of the total of 210 patients in these trials received stents, which is not in keeping with current practice of frequent use of stents in treating atherosclerotic lesions. With respect to renal function, these trials did not include a significant number of the type of patient who in theory has the most to gain from PTRA, namely the patient with impaired renal function or with bilateral disease. Other limitations included small sample sizes, short follow-up, and, frequently cited, significant crossover from medical therapy to PTRA because of refractory hypertension or progressive renovascular occlusive disease (27%–44%).

These data are frequently used to support the role of PTRA in the management of renovascular hypertension that is refractory to medical therapy. Two meta-analyses of these trials independently reported that, compared with medical therapy, PTRA was more effective in reducing blood pressure.50,51

The choice of optimal treatment is complicated further by the lack of prospective trials comparing current treatment options and evaluating long-term blood pressure and kidney function outcomes. Needed are prospective, randomized, and likely multicenter trials with adequate power to compare the effects of PTRA, surgery, and medical management on blood pressure control and renal function. The National Institutes of Health recently approved a prospective, multicenter trial called Cardiovascular Outcomes in Renal Artery Lesions (CORAL), with anticipated completion in 2011. Until the results of this and similar trials become available, the optimal form of therapy and timing of revascularization must remain a matter of carefully weighing the risks and benefits for each individual patient, while pursuing aggressive medical treatment of cardiovas-
cular risk factors, including hypertension. The decision-making process should incorporate patient preference, options, and expertise that are available in any given institution, and our current understanding of the natural course and progression of renal artery stenosis.
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